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In these times, knowing oneself will be the tone.

Knowing the good side, the bad side, will also be the tone of those who walk in the spiritual life, as
well as of those who wholeheartedly aspire to, one day, be others.

This is the time for coming to know the two realities of the consciousness, which is to say, what we
truly are and what we truly were, without fearing to discover our deep consciousness.

For those who do not know it yet, this revelation, of knowing what you in truth are, is a grace that is
granted; a Grace that will remove you from the illusion and the fantasies of what each one believes
about themselves.

For each grade, as well as for each school, it will be shocking to know what one is and how much
one will still have to heal in order to someday free oneself from everything. It will not be a pleasant
time, but indeed necessary, because this will help to integrate, in My disciples, the transparency of
heart and, above all, of the consciousness.

It is important to know that there will be a time for everything. It will be of no avail to force the
consciousness to know who it was and then be freed from that weight.

Everything has its special timing, because each being will have to learn to overcome duality in
themselves, putting into practice, with effort, all the spiritual teachings as well as the tools they have
received, in order to generate the transcendence of the self.

Each disciple will take their steps at the proper time, and will work from the terrestrial
consciousness to build that bridge that will lead them to an inner freedom.

Thus, children, do not be distressed, do not despair, do not be intimidated; because that will not help
at all. Fervently wait for your moment, and in this way, no matter how it will be or how it will
present itself, be grateful for being aware of yourselves in this crucial time.

You are called to overcome duality in this cycle, just as the great saints overcame it, to generate, on
Earth, more time of peace and of reconsideration.

Do not look at your miseries with contempt, but do not praise them either. Seek inner detachment
and you will find the path of the emptiness of the self. Only try it as many times as necessary.

I thank you for keeping My Words in your heart!

Who blesses you,

Your Master, Christ Jesus


